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Appendix K:
Grange Graphic Standards

Gold

Logo Usage and Guidelines:

The following guidelines describe how the Logo may be reproduced to maintain its 
integrity across all forms of media.

All uses of the Grange Logo shall conform exactly to the requirements, descriptions, 

on or in connection with Grange goods and services only in a manner approved in writ-

Logo Size:

The Logo may be proportionately  
increased or decreased in size.

Logo Colors:

For printer use:

 

The Grange Logo may also print in black and white (see example on page 10).

VS280 Medium Gold (metallic.) In situations where the printed piece is being printed in 

should be printed in

 
    For electronic uses (Internet, intranet, e-mail):

Blue: # 000066

Blue

Pantone 2756
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Junior Grange Logo

The Junior Grange Logo contains the basic colors red and black.

Grange Youth Logo

The Grange Youth Logo contains the colors hunter green and goldenrod.

Pantone 109

All Logos are available online at www. NationalGrange.org or on the 2012 Grange Month 
Resource CD attached to this manual.
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Logo Extensions

The Grange Logos should not be printed or used in any manner on the business sta-

and State, Pomona, and Subordinate Granges, without the prior written approval of the 

The Grange Logos should not be used in connection with any other goods or services, 

The Grange Logos should not be used on or in connection with any goods or services 
which, in the sole opinion of the National Grange, consist of or comprise of immoral, 
deceptive or scandalous matters, or matters that may disparage, falsely suggest a con-
nection with people, institutions, beliefs or national symbols, or bring them into contempt 
or disrepute.

Unacceptable Usage/ Obsolete Logos
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Tagline Usage

Tagline:

The current Grange tagline is “American Values. Hometown Roots.”

The tagline must always be used in the font “never let go”, and must appear directly 
below the Grange logo, or by itself. It may appear as one line, or two. It can appear in any 
of the brand colors.

Extended Name:

The extended name of the organization is National Grange of the Order of Patrons of Husbandry.

Usage:

The extended name of the organization must be printed on all books, brochures, pam-

cards, etc., do not have to include the extended name, but the Grange Logo must appear 
on those items.

Typeface Usage

The design of the Grange features three primary typefaces: Trajan Pro, Times New Ro-
man, and Helvetica Neue. These typefaces represent the image and style of the Grange 
and should be used consistently throughout all materials. Preferably headlines are set in 
Trajan Pro or Times New Roman and body copy is set in Helvetica Neue Regular.

Banners/ Headers:

Typeface: Trajan Pro (or Times New Roman Bold)

Subheads:

Typeface: Trajan Pro (or Times New Roman)

Bar Text:

Typeface: Helvetica Neue Bold  (or Helvetica Bold)

General Text:

Typeface: Helvetica Neue Regular  (or Helvetica)

American Values. Hometown Roots.
American Values.

   Hometown Roots.

American Values.Hometown Roots.
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The Internet and intranet are exceptions to the above typography guidelines because 
these typefaces cannot be reproduced on all computer interfaces, the default font for 
Web and e-mail usage is Arial.

Special Logos

There are numerous special logos offered by the National Grange to be included in 

1-888-4GRANGE, ext. 102 or e-mailing info@nationalgrange.org

Our Brand

As part of our branding effort, a color palette that is suggestive of our identity has 
-

er-worn and loved, something that shows character and the ability to stand the test of 

this imagery.  These should be the primary colors used in all documents produced as 
part of Grange communication as they build cohesion and stregthen identity within and 
outside our Order.  As an example, see the use of these colors throughout the rede-
signed National Grange brochures shown in Appendix F.

Green

Pantone 7490

Light Blue

Pantone 659

Red Beige Gold Off-White Dark Blue

Pantone 2756


